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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS - THE CENTRAL AUSTRALIAN
PASTORAL EXPERIENCE
Dionne Walsh, Centralian Land Management Association, PO Box 2534, Alice Springs
NT 0871. ems@clma.com.au
Rebecca Cadzow, Mt Riddock Station, via Alice Springs NT 0872
Between 2003 and 2006, the Centralian Land Management Association (CLMA) has been
trialling an Environmental Management System (EMS) process on 15 pastoral properties in
the NT and SA. The participants found that a formal EMS would be overkill for most familyowned businesses in the region. The main negative of an EMS was found to be the relatively
high amount of “paper-shuffling” compared to the amount of on-ground action. This is even
despite our process being a “bare-bones” EMS without any third-party audit.
On the positive side, the participants really appreciated getting a full set of maps and
supporting information about all the environmental resources on the station. More than one
participant commented that they didn’t realise how much “outsiders” knew about their
properties. Other positives identified by participants were increased access to landcare funds,
improved record-keeping in the business and being able to determine compliance with the
relevant environmental laws. For most, the EMS process was able to verify that they are
already doing so much good environmental work and their management is on the right track.
During our project we developed a number of locally relevant environmental planning and
monitoring tools. We have purposely ensured that the tools can be used jointly to develop an
EMS or can be used as stand-alone products. This gives people the option to pick and choose
those tools that will meet their needs without having to develop a full EMS. Our poster will
showcase these tools with the aim of showing how they could be modified for other
jurisdictions and industries.
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DELIVERING PEST MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS IN THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
ARID LANDS
Bethany Greenfield*, Ben Shepherd and John Pitt
Rural Solutions South Australia, PO Box 357, Port Augusta SA 5700
Pest plant and animals directly impact or threaten all social, economic and environmental
assets of the South Australian Arid Lands. This extensive region is sparsely populated and
financial resources rarely match pest management requirements. This necessitates that pest
management moves from individual control efforts to a more coordinated, strategic, region
wide approach.
The Animal and Plant Control team of Rural Solutions South Australia, provides technical
services to a range of arid lands stakeholders, who recognise the need for planning,
coordination of stakeholders and their projects, strategic surveys and effective on-ground
outcomes. Key pest management programs in the SA Arid Lands where RSSA has had a key
role in delivery have included:
•

Establishing a process and structure for determining common pest management
objectives and regional priorities through the development of the SA Arid Lands Pest
Management Strategy.

•

Delivery of the objectives of the Strategy – for example management plans are being
written for priority species, such as feral camels, Opuntia sp. and buffel grass
(Cenchrus ciliaris).

•

Strategic surveys - aerial surveys for woody weeds and pigs on the Diamantina
Warburton and Coopers Creek systems and weed surveys in the Gammon Ranges,
Gawler Ranges and Bimbowrie National Parks and the Arkaroola Sanctuary.

•

On-ground works in priority areas or for priority species - such as oleander (Nerium
oleander) control trials in the Parachilna Gorge and mesquite (Prosopis sp.) control
across the region.

•

A coordination and collaboration role for the region, through RSSA’s networks with
neighbouring NRM Boards, and extending interstate by representing the SAAL region
in the Cross Catchment Weeds and Feral Animal Initiative.

Our poster will display these and other components of successful, strategic pest management
being undertaken in the South Australian Arid Lands region.
Key Words: Pests, Management, Strategic, Rural Solutions, Surveys, Coordination.
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THE SCIENCE OF DESERT LIVING
R.R.J.McAllister1,2 and D.M. Stafford Smith2,3
1

CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems, 306 Carmody Rd, St Lucia 4067
Desert Knowledge CRC, Alice Springs 0871
3
CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems, Gungahlin GPO Box 2601
2

Life in desert regions of Australia (and indeed worldwide) is affected by a number of features
– variability in climate, markets and policy that is outside the control of local people; sparse
and often mobile populations; natural, human and cultural resources that are patchy in space
and time; and relatively poor scientific understanding in regions with significant local and
traditional knowledge, among other factors. These drivers affect not only ecology and
natural resource management, but also service delivery, enterprise development, governance
systems and many other aspects of desert living. This paper outlines moves towards
consolidating these issues into an integrated, inter-sectoral new discipline – the Science of
Desert Living. Aside from helping to consolidate an otherwise small and disparate research
effort in desert lands, this new discipline will help to develop a solid underlying theoretical
basis for developing solutions to applied desert living problems more rapidly and confidently.
Practical examples will be presented where learning from one sector, such as natural resource
management, can then be rapidly applied in others, such as enterprise development.
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QUEENSLAND WETLANDS PROGRAMME — WETLAND MAPPING,
CLASSIFICATION AND WETLANDINFO QUEENSLAND
A

B

C

V.E. Bailey , M. Ronan and Qld Wetlands Mapping Team
A
B

Environmental Protection Agency, Queensland, PO Box 202, Longreach, QLD. 4730

Environmental Protection Agency, Queensland, PO Box 15155, Brisbane City East, QLD.
4002
ABC

Email: wetlands@epa.qld.gov.au

ABSTRACT
The main driver behind the Queensland and Australian governments' work on wetlands is to
support projects and programs that will result in long-term benefits to the biodiversity,
management and sustainable use, and conservation of Queensland wetlands.
The Queensland Wetlands Programme is funded through two sub programmes and involves
cash and in-kind government support. The two Programmes are the Queensland Natural
Heritage Trust Wetlands Programme (NHT Wetland Programme) and the Great Barrier Reef
Programme. It commenced in 2003, and is being implemented over 5 years. A number of
projects are being funded under the NHT Queensland Wetlands Programme including:-–
Wetland Mapping and Classification; Wetland Inventory Database (WetlandInfo
Queensland); Wetland Management Profiles; Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting Strategy;
and Information Review and Gap Analysis.
This poster will broadly focus on the Wetlands Mapping and Classification and Wetlandinfo
Queensland projects.
INTRODUCTION
No one organisation –industry, research or government department is responsible for all
knowledge and information, research and management of Queenslands wetlands. Through
the various projects under the Queensland Wetlands Programme, information on Queensland
wetlands will be captured, stored, dessimated, and updated through WetlandInfo Queensland.
This can assist stakeholders with wetland self-management; regulatory frameworks;
education and extension; science and research; partnerships and incentives; priorities and
targets; and monitoring and evaluation.
METHODS
The purpose of the Queensland Wetland Mapping and Classification project is to incorporate
existing knowledge, and to map and classify Queensland wetlands into a comprehensive,
wetland coverage, at a scale and level of detail that can support informed management
decision-making.
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Figure 1: Qld Wetland Mapping Extent and Scale
The mapping methodology uses existing mapping layers (topographic, vegetation, satellite
imagery etc.) and combines these in a manner that maximises the usefulness of each layer.
All areas of the state will be mapped to a 1:100,000 (min of 5 ha) scale, with areas of the
Great Barrier Reef being mapped to 1:50,000 (min of 1 ha) scale.
Wetlandinfo Queensland will provide a first stop shop for wetland information. It will consist
of a number of databases, specifically a geodatabase (spatially enabled relational database)
that will integrate with other databases and websites and will capture pre-existing information
collected, and the information developed by the Wetlands Programme, and its underlying
projects.
ADVANTAGES AND OUTCOMES FOR STAKEHOLDERS
Wetlandinfo Queensland, will provide a single information system on wetland maps and data,
in an easy to use format. This addresses the challenge of capturing, storing, sourcing and
dessiminating wetlands information through a single point, and delivers the information
through a number of mechanisms eg web-based, CD’s and information sheets.
Some outcomes include:Improves the Queensland wetland information base;
Enables multiple stakeholders to access, and add data and update information;
Guides investment areas in Natural Resource Mangement funding;
Assists in developing on-ground activities to protect and rehabilitate wetlands;
Provides education and capacity building;
Improves wetland communication; monitoring, evaluation;
Guides priority acquisitions and conservation agreements;
Provides specific and consistent advice to State government agencies, regional bodies and
community, local government regarding wetland extent, values and impacts.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
http://www.epa.qld.gov.au/nature_conservation/habitats/wetlands/wetlandinfo/
http://www.deh.gov.au/coasts/pollution/qldwetlands/nhtwetlands.html
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OUTPUTS FROM FACILITATED DISCUSSIONS
(IAN PLOWMAN)

INTRODUCTION
This year’s LEB conference is closely followed by the first formal review of the LEB
Agreement, following the first five years of operation of the Agreement. The conference,
bringing together 97 delegates to discuss the Lake Eyre Basin, its issues and management
challenges, presented an ideal opportunity to gather a wide range of feedback for input to the
review of the LEB Agreement.
The conference program therefore included facilitated, plenary discussions after each of the
three main theme sessions: ‘People’, ‘Place’ and ‘Possibilities’. These were intended to assist
in distilling the content of the conference presentations, and in gathering feedback and ideas
from all attendees about the Lake Eyre Basin and the LEB Agreement. Conference delegates
were invited to participate in these discussions openly and in a spirit of exploration and
sharing.
A pre-printed work book was given to all participants at the start of the conference. This was
intended for their private use in noting and considering key issues, and to assist in group
discussions during the conference. For each conference presentation, participants were asked
to record in their workbooks the speaker’s key comments, along with their own thoughts or
reflections on those key comments.
At the close of each of the three main conference theme sessions, a single focus question was
posed to the audience. Participants were given five minutes of individual reflection and
thinking time, during which they were asked to review their work book notes from all
presentations in the session, consider the focus question, consider any personal experiences
they may have had in the Basin to add to the insights they have gained, and record their
individual thoughts in their workbooks.
Participants then formed groups of three with those people sitting adjacent to them. They
were given fifteen minutes to share their thoughts in these small groups, and to note in their
workbooks the things they seemed to agree upon within their groups.
Following these small group discussions, key common themes, ideas and issues were
captured by a facilitator and two scribes in a plenary discussion.
The focus questions posed at the end of the main theme sessions were:
PLACE:

What have we learnt about the landscapes, environments and resources of the
Lake Eyre Basin, and what does this mean for the physical management of
place?

PEOPLE:

What have we learnt about the people, communities and economies of the Lake
Eyre Basin and what does this mean for managing the people issues?

POSSIBILITIES 1: What are the most critical issues facing the future of the Lake Eyre
Basin and the LEB Agreement, and how will we deal with them?
POSSIBILITIES 2: Given what you feel are the most pressing challenges facing the Basin,
what are the most important issues that should be encompassed in the review of
the Agreement?
This section of the proceedings presents the outputs from those plenary discussions. These
outputs have been conveyed to the jurisdictions participating in the LEB Agreement, for
consideration in the 2006 review of the LEB Agreement.
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‘PLACE’ - What have we learnt about the landscapes, environments and
resources of the Basin, and what does this mean for us?
PLENARY FACILITATED DISCUSSION: Gathering threads—Critical points and
issues from the presentations on PLACE
This list is transcribed from the notes recorded by scribes on butcher’s paper during the first
plenary discussion of the conference, on Thursday afternoon 7th September 2006. Following
transcription, items were grouped according to similarity or common themes, and italicised
sub-headings have been suggested.
Question for reflection: What have we learnt about the landscapes, environments and
resources of the Lake Eyre Basin, and what does this mean for the physical management
of place?
Communicating knowledge
•

Idea of place must be driven by people living there and what they want out of it.

•

Communication is critical; up, down, sideways.

•

Need to take into account the wider community.

•

Ask questions in the right language [eg: ‘B’ or ‘C’ words ]

•

Sharing knowledge and ideas that work; but one size does not fit all. And consult on the
ground.

•

Value of communication inside and outside of LEB.

•

We live in variable complex environments that we must understand better and steadily
adapt to living with.

•

Sharing knowledge the right way, so people listen and understand.

•

Important to make people comfortable to ask the right questions, to gain most information
to lead better learning.

Leadership support
•

Need to be supporting those leaders demonstrating sustainable management.

•

Replicating Reg Dodd’s model [using tourism for cross-cultural communication,
livelihood creation and passing on knowledge to younger Indigenous people whilst
providing them with work] (including encouragement of next generation) elsewhere.

•

Local champions providing examples of best practice.

Relevant research
•

Focus more science on supporting production needs, where producers already finding
possible options.

•

Extension and the scientific community are risk-averse. Landholders often need to take a
risk, but researchers/scientists don’t.

•

Need to have a place for the monitoring & evaluation (too dispersed) & monitor the land
systems as well as the river systems.
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Human capital
•

Competition for resources among pastoralism, mining, tourism, and we need to manage
that.

•

Attracting people to place, and retaining them, is getting harder.
demands and opportunities for people.

•

Importance of education & better peer information exchange. More land users involved.

•

Different people have different values. Those values may compete.

•

Attitude, open-mindedness, adaptability are important. The importance of new arrivals
and fresh ideas.

•

LEB heritage is important; we need sense in common rather than common sense.

Many competing

Social capital
•

Importance of community groups to support landholders and vice versa. Land holders to
support community groups so thy can continue.

•

Value of supporting community groups as vehicles of change.

•

The value of funding being made available through community groups.

•

Viable income generating activity and sense of purpose. People are contented if they
have these.

Beyond individual land use interests
•

Balancing multiple land use in the LEB is important.

•

Multi-criteria analysis model needed; cultural, environmental, economic, social.

•

Unified effort needed by all to look after the environment. It is the responsibility of each
and every one of us.

•

Variability over a very large basin. It is difficult to generalise across basin.

•

There is a wide range of land uses beyond grazing. Need to recognize those other uses.

•

Restrictions by regulations; how does this stop what we try to achieve (eg local authority
rules).

•

Society at large does not appear to be prepared to pay what it will take to look after our
resources.

Specific issues
•

Buffel grass – sometimes its value is questioned

•

Careful of words that start with ‘B’ (Buffel grass, Biodiversity).
negatively to certain words which are emotive for them.

•

Availability of appropriate grass seed types.
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People respond

‘PEOPLE’ - What have we learnt about the people, communities and economies
of the Basin, and what does this mean for us?
PLENARY FACILITATED DISCUSSION: Gathering threads—Critical points and
issues from the presentations on PEOPLE
This list is transcribed from the notes recorded by scribes on butcher’s paper during the
second plenary discussion of the conference, on Friday morning 8th September 2006.
Following transcription, items were grouped according to similarity or common themes, and
italicised sub-headings have been suggested.
Question for reflection: What have we learnt about the people, communities and
economies of the Lake Eyre Basin and what does this mean for managing the people
issues?
Diversity of people
•

Mixed backgrounds, ages, good commitment & strong sense of values (often
misunderstood).

•

Key value of inclusiveness in LEB process.

•

Recognize, accommodate and harness the full extent of diversity.

•

Different values – need to be understood and included. Common themes need to be
identified.

•

Benefits of exchange of information & collective data.

•

There is a variety of different people in LEB, all doing constructive good work,
contributing to long-term change.

Supporting human capital
•

Attracting and retaining labour into pastoral industry (ie mining, etc).

•

Many young people want to work in remote areas but the support for them is not there.
For example:
- unreal expectations; lots of travel, long and frequent commuting to staff meetings.
- support; some policies don’t work, local circumstances change (young women not
allowed to live remote without other staff.)

•

Lack of sharing of wealth & of resource support. The costs and value of the support
needed is underestimated.

•

Need higher value investment in the human resource available in the basin. People on the
ground have a major contribution to make.

•

Applaud the success stories to inspire the sceptics and outsiders.

Relevant research
•

Sharing, communicating, innovation, and risk-taking are all critical.

•

We need to emphasise the development in R&D. Development needs $$’s invested so
that research is utilized effectively.
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Community-government interactions
•

Governments are often a hindrance, not a help. Need to get policy makers to hear the real
story. We need to get the true message across.

•

Legislative framework needs to accommodate multiple land use better.

•

Apply “KISS” to focus LEB Ag. Investment plan across 5 governments & industries of
LEB.

•

Community fabric wearing thin. Eg community Landcare group in NT wants to act, but
funding schemes focus on warm fuzzy priorities instead of what they already know needs
to be done.

•

Need sub-regional groups within big catchments (Help understanding from top to bottom
of catchments).

•

Current support is mainly environmental agencies. Other non-obvious agencies need to
be supportive too.

‘POSSIBILITIES’ - What issues face us for the future of the Lake Eyre Basin and
the LEB Agreement, and how will we deal with them?
SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS: Key issues for the future of the LEB
This list is transcribed from the back pages of conference attendees’ work books, handed in to
the conference organisers after the conference. It is a record of the ideas agreed upon by
attendees within small groups of three. Following transcription, items were grouped
according to similarity or common themes, and italicised sub-headings have been suggested.
Question for reflection: What are the most critical issues facing the future of the Lake
Eyre Basin and the LEB Agreement, and how will we deal with them?
Who should be involved?
•

Incorporating the Regional Bodies in the Agreement. What is their role with respect to
CAC and LEBMF?

•

Need to ensure integration with Regional Bodies.

•

Combine wide mix of groups. Utilise regional groups better.

•

Use LEB Agreement to capture regional benefits.

•

LEB Agreement and CAC and Science Group to be a source of comment and advice to
ensure cross-border co-ordination of NRM groups.

•

Clear roles, responsibilities and governance framework – aligns with but differentiated
from Federal, State, Territory jurisdictions. LEB Agreement to be strengthened and
valued by all stakeholders.

•

Basin wide co-ordinated/integrated approaches for Basin-wide NRM issues .ie a “federal’
system.

•

There is a feeling that the Agreement does not adequately represent the diversity of
social, environmental, and economic values of the LEB.

•

NRM group engagement – policy and admin with/by LEB CAC. This overarching could
be very powerful – politically, funding, on-ground, engaging all.

•

Need to actively pursue a long term strategic vision at all levels of government &
community to make the resources in LEB sustainable.
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•

Interstate co-ordination for all aspects of LEB.

•

Whole of catchment engagement for future investment.

•

Monitor the pulse, not the toenails [a reference to one speaker’s point about monitoring
real vital signs not superficial symptoms].

Resourcing ideas
•

Get some of the dollars coming from or passing through to come back.

•

Portion of mining royalties being invested in the Region that is providing resources.

•

Ensure some of the wealth generated by resource industries (eg mining) is kept in the
LEB – a levy?

•

Some royalties back to the Basin from which they were derived.

•

Dollars from mining boom to be retained and used in the area for NRM activities.

•

Mining royalties to be invested back into the region.

•

Development of a user-pays system to retain more of the benefits that other sources take
away.

•

User pays beneficiaries for those outside the Basin using resources within the Basin.

•

Money to be channelled into supporting a viable natural ecosystem and communities.

•

Long-term funding/support for the LEB to support and build the passion.

•

“Royalties’ from users of the Basin’s resources.

•

Tax revenue from LEB; ie a good % to be returned to manage & resource the
implementation of social and environmental policies.

•

Some royalties directed directly into LEB from whence they are taking the resources.

Indigenous heritage
•

Clearer understanding of Aboriginal Cultural Act and other relevant legislation e.g.
through Aboriginal document that came out of the Aboriginal Forum.

•

Recognition of aboriginal interests (cultural).

Maintaining community-government links
•

Maintain viable community capacity to be sustainable. Clear pathways and connections
to high levels of Government.

•

Keep community talking to Ministers

•

Community ownership vital – work the passion. Support for communities is vital.

•

Better communication – no blame

Underpinning priorities
•

Balanced approach to ecological and industry to sustainable management of Basin with
regard to community and government values.

•

Ecological functioning of the system to be the highest priority.
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PLENARY FACILITATED DISCUSSION: Key issues for the future of the LEB
This list is transcribed from the notes recorded by scribes on butcher’s paper during the third
plenary discussion of the conference, on Friday afternoon 8th September 2006. Following
transcription, items have been grouped according to similarity or common themes, and
italicised sub-headings suggested.
Question for reflection: What are the most critical issues facing the future of the Lake
Eyre Basin and the LEB Agreement, and how will we deal with them?
Looking strategically to the future
•

Maintaining the human resources to manage climate and invasive species changes.

•

Prepare for global markets and connections whilst being able to think and act locally (Eg:
global marketing but local fuel and energy self-sufficiency).

•

Reading the warning signs ….What are they?

Resourcing
•

Long term funding (> 5 yrs) to support the passion.

Effective stakeholder engagement
•

Continuity of engagement, (including with those outside the basin).

•

How to engage community – capacity and commitment.

•

Promote pastoral industry more.

•

Combining wide mix of groups.

•

Too little engagement from mining and tourism industries (EG: SA uranium explorers,
Geodynamics, Tourism) which will bring better government engagement and $
opportunities, like carbon sequestration.

•

Opportunity for much greater integration between Indigenous and non-indigenous people
and values.

Maintaining the profile
•

Keeping the political pressure and focus on LEB (instead of on coastal areas).

•

All Ministers must be well-briefed on outcomes of this conference (Via CAC and
passion?)

•

Communications with people – talk, contact, effort, resources.

Institutional arrangements
•

Institutional arrangements – continue but don’t duplicate.

•

Continuity of CAC/SAP processes:$ funding continuation, continuation of current
arrangements, value of people to be recognised.

•

What possible outcomes from LEB agreement?
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PLENARY FACILITATED DISCUSSION: Key issues for the future of the LEB
Agreement
This list is transcribed from the notes recorded by scribes on butcher’s paper during the
fourth and final plenary discussion of the conference, on Friday afternoon 8th September
2006. Following transcription, items were grouped according to similarity or common
themes, and italicised sub-headings have been suggested.
Question for reflection: Given what you feel are the most pressing challenges facing the
Basin, what are the most important issues that should be encompassed in the review of the
Agreement?
Institutional arrangements
•

Incorporating the Regional Bodies in the Agreement.

•

Utilise LEB agreement as a structure to gain more regional benefit from the economies in
the basin (eg: mining wealth to remain in LEB).

•

LEBMF take responsibility for co-ordinating regional NRM among Boards – a more
formal role for the LEBMF in this.

•

More robust institutional structures with long life connected to high levels of
Government.

•

Need clear roles/responsibilities written in agreement, especially on cross-border
activities.

Resourcing community engagement
o Maintain viable community capacity to be sustainable in the basin, to look after and
manage the LEB.
o Engagement and involvement of all stakeholders – all voices need to be heard.
o Ensure landholders and communities must be part of the LEB consultancy. Eg engage
reps of Aboroginal/pastoral/mining, etc as ‘co-consultants’.
o Clearer understanding of Aboriginal cultural issues, especially cultural site protection.
o Establish a user-pays system for beneficiaries outside the Basin (tourism, mining) to
support the natural resources in the Basin.
Community/researcher needs
•

Long-term commitment, whole catchment approach, & keep community talking.

•

Find ways of monitoring pulse of Basin, not toenails.

•

Keep the ecological functioning of the whole basin as a priority.
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CLOSING COMMENTS
(ANGUS EMMOTT)

CLOSING COMMENTS — 2006 LAKE EYRE BASIN CONFERENCE
A. Emmott
Chair, Lake Eyre Basin Community Advisory Committee
‘Noonbah Station’, LONGREACH, QLD 4730
Email: akemmott@bigpond.com
In closing this year’s biennial Lake Eyre Basin Conference, I would like to sincerely thank
the following people:
• Sarah Nicolson, our conference organiser, who has done a great job with the logistics and
hard work of organising the conference, in particular in helping to make it possible to
jointly convene the conference with the Australian Rangeland Society Conference;
• the Conference steering committee, who have been working hard for the last 15 to 18
months to make the conference happen;
• The Chaffey Theatre and all their staff, who have done an extremely professional job in
looking after us for the week, and to whom we are very grateful for an excellent venue;
• all the presenters, who gave us a huge range of perspectives with an exceptionally high
standard of professional presentation;
• our discussion facilitator, Ian Plowman, whose planning, preparation and skills have
allowed us to get the best out of the input and ideas generated by all the conference
attendees;
• the Australian Government, in particular the hard-working Secretariat for the LEB
Ministerial Forum located within the Department of the Environment and Heritage;
• the Governments of South Australia, Queensland and the Northern Territory, who,
together with the Australian Government, provide the funding for the LEB initiative,
which includes this conference;
• BHP Billiton and Santos, who also generously provided sponsorship for the conference
and above all, the attendees, without whom there would have been no conference.
KEY IDEAS EMERGING FROM THE CONFERENCE
In sifting through the conference presentations and discussions, a number of key ideas have
emerged:
• the importance of community involvement in the Lake Eyre Basin process, especially
the continued and improved involvement of Aboriginal people;
• the reality that people and place are not separable, that to deal with either, we must deal
equally with both;
• the real progress that has been made in improving our knowledge of the Lake Eyre
Basin, in particular the progress made with the LEB Rivers Assessment and the LEB
Social and Economic study;
• the reaffirmation that the Lake Eyre Basin is truly unique on a world scale, brought
home to us clearly by our two international speakers;
• the importance of creating an environment that encourages people to stay in the Basin;
and
• the importance of both leadership, and a diversity of leadership in the Basin, and in the
Lake Eyre Basin Agreement.
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HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE LEB AGREEMENT REVIEW
Our facilitated discussions, led so capably by Ian Plowman, were structured throughout the
conference to help draw out from all the presenters and participants the critical emerging
issues and questions to be considered for the future of the Basin, in this year’s review of the
LEB Agreement. In closing the conference, I would therefore like to return to the five best
practice preconditions for successful, cross-border river basin organisations proposed by John
Scanlon in his talk on river basin organisations across the globe:
• the importance of developing and maintaining a locally relevant model
• the need for a stable institutional, legal and funding framework
• the importance of a strong, agreed knowledge base
• the need for integration across all natural resource issues
• the essential role of strong community awareness and participation
If the LEB Agreement can continue to be built and strengthened upon these foundations, then
we have a good chance of working towards a sustainable future for the Lake Eyre Basin.
Thank you all for your participation in the 2006 biennial Lake Eyre Basin Conference, and
for your continued interest in the Basin and your contributions to the LEB Agreement. I look
forward to seeing you again at the next conference.
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LAKE EYRE BASIN

3RD Biennial Conference
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Thanks
• Sarah Nicolson
• DEH
• Chaffey Theatre and staff
• State/NT Governments
• Conference Steering committee
• BHP Billiton and Santos
• and all of you

LEB Conference - Key ideas
• Community involvement, especially Aboriginal
people
• People and place are not separable
• Real progress with LEB knowledge:
– Rivers Assessment
– Social and Economic study

• The basin is unique on a world scale
• Creating an environment that encourages
people to stay in the Basin
• Importance of leadership and diversity of
leadership

Highlights for the
LEB Agreement Review
• John Scanlon’s five best practice
preconditions:
– Locally relevant model
– Stable institutional, legal and funding
framework
– Strong, agreed knowledge base
– Integration across all natural resource issues
– Strong community awareness and
participation

Thank you
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